EAST MIDLANDS

SIMON DYMOND Director
CARLENE GARVEY Production Management
CARYS KAISER Camera
LAUREN PARKER Producer
TOM RACKHAM Sound (Post Production)
LEIGHANNE REGAN Hair and Make Up
PHILIP STEVENS Director

EAST OF ENGLAND

LILI LEA ABRAHAM Art Department
MARK BOUTROS Writer
CHRISTOPHER CHOW Editing
HELEN COGMAN Production Management
BEN CROFT Camera
NICHOLAS DALBY Visual Effects
PETER FRASER Production Management
JAN GENESIS Director
ROBBIE GIBBON Editing
RACHAEL HALLUM Hair and Make Up
STEFAN HASELMWIMMER Writer
KARMIJIT KALMA Costume
PAUL KEYWORTH Sound (Production)
JULIE MAYHEW Writer
ALEYSHA MINNS Locations
BRADLEY MORGAN JOHNSON Art Department
AKUA OBENG-FRIMPONG Producer
JOANNIS PAVLIDES Sound (Production)
ANDREA POSSEE Sound (Post Production)
NOEL PROBYN Camera
SIMON QUINN Producer
CHRISTOPHER SHARMA Camera
JONNY STILLWELL Camera
DOMINIQUE TORRES Hair and Make Up
THOMAS WADE Camera
CAMERON WAUCHOPE Production Management

LONDON

HOLLIE ABBOTT Development
LUCILLE ACEVEDO-JONES Costume
MICHAEL ACHTMAN Writer
SARAH AGHA Production Management
SHIBBIR AHMED Camera

ANDREW ALDERSLADE Camera
MAXWELL ALEXANDER Visual Effects
ASHIM ALI Editing
AMROU AL-KADHI Writer
MONTY ALLAN Location Management
ROMESH ALUWIHAKE Editing
ABIGAIL ALVAREZ Art Department
ARTURO M ANTOLEIN Editing
REUBEN ARMSTRONG Director
PHILIPPE AUDI-DOR Director
BETH AYNSLEY Development
SORCHA BACON Producer
BAILEY TOM BAILEY Director
ANDREJ BAKO Sound (Production)
CECILY BARBER Producer
CHRISTOPHER BARNETT Composer
SAM BARON Director
YAW BASOAHA Producer
FABIOLA BASTIANELLI Hair and Make Up
GEMMA BATES Costume
MICHAEL BATES Sound (Production)
SUZI BATTERSBY Special Effects/Prosthetics
TRISTAN BATTERSBY Production Management
CARYS BEARD Art Department
SILVIA BELLITTO Script Supervisor
KIRITY BENNETT Costume
SAMUELL BENTA Producer
FREYA BERKHOUT Composer
VICTORIA BLACKWOOD Editing
LILLY BLAZEWICZ Sound (Production)
THOMAS BLAZUKAS Sound (Post Production)
ALEXANDRA BLUE Producer
ANDREA BOCCADORO Composer
ALEXANDER BODIN SAPHIR Director
ANDY BOTTOMLEY Art Department
JASON BRADBURY Director
REBECCA BRAND Director
FIONA BRANDS Editing
BOJAN BBRORA Camera
CAROLINE BRIDGES Camera
ELLIE BRIGHT Editing
ALEX BROWNING Director
KYLJA SIMONE BRUCE Director
LUCY BRYDON Director
NIGEL BUNYAN Editing
DIEUDONNEE BURROWS Producer
KEIR BURROWS Director
EMMA BUTT Sound (Production)
ALINA TUNDE PAPP Art Department
SOPHIE PEACOCK Production Management
KATHERINE PEARL Production Management
RUPERT PEDDE Camera
SAMUEL PEGG Composer
RALUCA PETRE Editing
JACK PIRIE Director
KATIE PLAYER Production Management
FRANCES POLETTI Writer
CHERYL POTTER Editing
VANESSA PREUSS Costume
MARK PRUSTEN Visual Effects
NASHEED QAMAR FARUQI Director
TABITHA QUITMAN Art Department
ASAD QURESHI Director
LAURA RADFORD Camera
ANNA-MARIE RAMM Camera
BRENNA RANGOTT Editing
NIMR RASHED Director
INA REMME Producer
HANNAH RENTON Director
SAMANTHA RHODES Editing
NADINE RICHARDSON Sound (Production)
JULIA RIDING Editing
JEMMA RILEY-TOLCH Sound (Post Production)
CASSANDRA ROBERTS Editing
KT ROBERTS Assistant Director
JULES ROMAN Hair and Make Up
ALEC ROSSITER Writer
ANNIE ROWE Casting Director
FERNANDO RUIZ Camera
ELENA RUSCOMBE-KING Writer
ANNIE RUSSELL Hair and Make Up
IEVA SABALIAUSKAITE Producer
ADEL SAGIDULINA Production Management
MARCUS SAMPERI Camera
TRACY SAVEN Editing
RYAN SCAFURO Camera
ROBIN SCHLOCHTERMEIER Sound (Post Production)
FELIX SCHMILINSKY Camera
PETER LEE SCOTT Director
CANDIDA SCOTT KNIGHT Director
LAURA SCRIVANO Director
ALICE SEABRIGHT Director
JU SHARDLOW Producer
JENNIFER SHERIDAN Director
HANNAH SHIPLEY Production Management
ISABELLE SIEB Director
DOMINIC SIKKING Art Department
HELEN SIMMONS Producer
LARA SINGER Producer
ALEXEI SLATER Director
PAWEL SLAWEK Editing
NAOMI SMALLWOOD Editing
SUZANNE SMITH Camera

IONA SMITH OLIVER Costume
DAVE SOHANPAL Sound (Production)
ANNE SOMMERFIELD Director
HENRIETTE SPIERING Producer
JAMES SPURRIER Sound (Production)
TOA STAPPARD Director
SAVVAS STAVROU Director
PETER STEWART Editing
JAMES STORMER Camera
YIXI (FORMERLY XIAOXIAO) SUN Director
SIMONA SUSNEA Camera
AMY SWAN Editing
BETHANY SWAN Hair and Make Up
HELEN SWANWICK-TORPE Production Management
MARIA TANJALA Production Management
ADRIENNE TAYLOR Sound
TRACE TAYLOR Editing
STEPHEN TEERS Editing
NATALIE TEMING-AMOAKO Producer
MEERA THAVASOTHY Producer
ANNA THOMAS Art Department
CHARLIE THOMPSON Editing
SAM THOMPSON Composer
SAM THORNTON Assistant Director
DOMINIC TIGHE Producer
SAM TIPPER-HALE Producer
NATASHA TORIN Producer
GILBERT TOWNSEND Camera
CYRUS TRAFFORD Director
ANTONY TSOUKATOS Sound (Post Production)
ANDREW TULLOCH Director
RICHARD TURLEY Director
BENEDICT TURNBULL Producer
FLORAH UDDIN Assistant Director
BERTA VALVERDE PEREZ Visual Effects
VIJAY VARU Director
CHIARA VENTURA Producer
TONIA VERNAYA Hair and Make Up
DANIEL VINCZE Art Department
ANNA VON DZIEMBOWSKA Producer
DIONNE WALKER Director
JAKE WALKER Composer
DANIEL WATKINS Production Management
IAN WATTS Camera
NOUR WAZZI Director
WILL WEBB Director
EVA WEBER Director
JAMEY-LEIGH WEBER Hair and Make Up
JOHN WEEKS Editing
KEITH WEIR Art Department
ROSIE WESTHOFF Director
AMY WESTWOOD Costume
SIMON WHITCOMBE Editing
EMMA WHITTAKER Research
ADRIENE WHITWELL Location Scout
and Assistant Location Manager
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CHLOE WICKS Director
ALYSIA WILDMAN Visual Effects
ANNA WILTON Production Management
KAT WOOD Director
TOM WOOD Producer
BENJAMIN WOODGATES Sound (Post Production)
ADAM WOODHALL Producer
RUBEN WOODIN DECHAMPS Camera
MEI LENG YEW Editing
ANGUS YOUNG Camera

NORTHEAST OF ENGLAND

BENJAMIN BEE Director
MARIA CARUANA GALIZIA Producer
JAMES MCALEER Camera
CHRIS TRITSCHLER Camera
ROMA YAGNIK Composer

NORTHWEST OF ENGLAND

RICHARD ADDLESEE Director
SARAH JAYNE ALEXANDER Production Management
ROBYN BARRIES Assistant Director
NEIL BRADLEY Camera
STACEY CAIN Colourist
MAXINE CARLIER Art Department
TANIA FREIMUTH Camera
JACK BENJAMIN GILL Director
ALEX GREGSON Sound (Post Production)
MATT HILTON Director
CHRIS LANE Producer
KATE LARKING Producer
MAHARI MACRITCHIE Sound (Post Production)
RICK MCLEOD Camera
ANDY MORGAN Producer
ANDREW OLBURY Producer
EDWARD PRICE Visual Effects
EDWARD RASTELLI-LEWIS Production Management
LAUREN REYHANI Costume
PAUL ROWAN Art Department
STEVE SIMMONS Art Department
SCOUT STUART Writer
RICHARD TYSON Camera
ALEX VEITCH Camera

NORTHERN IRELAND

MURAT AKSER Director
LYNNE DAVISON Director
BRIAN J FALCONER Producer
RACHAEL E GORDON Visual Effects

SCOTLAND

WILL ADAMS Director
MORAYO AKANDE Writer
MOYO AKANDE Producer
JULIE BILLS Camera
CLAIRE CAMPBELL Production Management
KATHLEEN DAVIDSON Writer
KAREL DOLAK Editing
JULIE D DUNN Camera
RACHEL ERSKINE Editing
LI GONG Director
IRUNE GURTUBAI Producer
ANDREW HARRIS Art Department
CALUM HART Production Management
VIRGINIA HEATH Director
GRANT KEIR Producer
KAREN KELLY Director
DAVID LEE Camera
ANNABEL MACLEOD Production Management
NIKKI MCCHRISTIE Editing
LINDSAY MCGEE Producer
ANDY MORRISON Editing
GORDON NAPIER Director
ALISON PIPER Director
NICOLA READE Director
SIMON STARLING Editing
VILTE VAITKUTE Editing
LEWIS WARDROP Producer
SVEN WERNER Director
MATTHEW WHITESIDE Composer
MICHAEL WILSON Producer
MAL YOUNG Producer

SOUND EAST OF ENGLAND

KOBY ADOM Director
BRASHNA AGHA Assistant Director
SOPHIE ALEXANDER Production Manager/Producer
ARIS ANASTASSOPOULOS Sound (Production)
MARIA ANTAL Music
COLIN ARNOLD Director
IAN ASTRIDGE Production Management
IAN BAIGENT Editing
JUSTINE BARKER Composer
DILLON BEAGLEY Director
HELENA BEESON Editing
NICOLE BEHRENS Production Management
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GEORGIA BENJAMIN Visual Effects
TOM BLOUNT Camera
JOSHUA BOSLEY Camera
TOMMY BOULDING Editing
GEMMA BOURNE Editing
SARAH BOWDEN Editing
COLIN BROWN Colourist
HANNAH BUSH BAILEY Producer
DAVID CHAUDOIR Director/Visual Effects
MATT CHOULES Camera
JAC CLINCH Director
HANNAH COLE Producer
KEVIN COUSINEAU Sound (Post Production)
REBECCA DALE Sound (Post Production)
LOUIS DODD Composer
SAMUEL DORE Unit Still Photographer
EMILY DRING Producer
OLIVER ELLIOTT Camera
MARIE-ANNE FISCHER Music Post-Production
GAVIN FODEN Visual Effects
GEORGINA FRENCH Producer
RIYADH HAQUE Director
IAN HEARD Location Scout
SAM HODGE Editing
KATIE HUDSON Locations
NICK HITCHINS Editing
LAUREN JAMES Production Management
SAM JOHNSON Director
JOE KARIMI-NIK Production Management
GARETH KEOGH Editing
RICHARD LEWIN Crowd PA
SIMONE MACDONALD Hair and Make Up
AMY MACKELDEN Writer
MIKE MACLENNAN Composer
NAOMI MARVELLY Script Supervisor
ASHLEY MENEELY Camera
ENO MFON Writer
LAUREN MILLER Costume
BEN MILLS Editing
ANGUS MITCHELL Camera
STUART NELHAMS Editing
ALEX NEVILL Camera
BENJAMIN NOBLE Writer
TIM OVERSON Art Department
GEORGIA PARRIS Director
ALEXANDER PARSONS Composer
MATTHEW PERRIN Editing
SAFFRON POWELL Hair and Make Up
MADDIE QUARM Sound (Production)
CHRIS ROACH Camera
SIMON ROWLING Camera
ENRICA SCIANDRONE Sound (Post Production)
MARTINA SILCOCK Production Management
CATHERINE SLATER Producer and Personal Assistant
ADAM SMITH Producer
RICHARD SMITHER Editing
ANDREW STAMP Sound (Production)
BENJAMIN SYMONS Composer
CLaire Tailleur Director
STEVE THOMAS Sound (Production)
REBECCA TREDGET Costume
DOMINIQUE UNSWORTH Producer
JONATHAN VINCENT Sound (Post Production)
JAMES WEBBER Camera
CHRIS WHITE Composer

SOUTH WEST OF ENGLAND

STEPHEN BRAND Camera
NIGEL BUCK Editing
STUART CLAYTON Camera
JAKE CULLEN Producer
OLIVER CULLEN Writer
BEN DESMOND Script Supervisor
NICK EVERETT Camera
ED GIBBS Producer
AISHA GRAHAM Production Management
EMMA HANSON Producer
PHILIP HOOKWAY Editing
ELLEN HUSAIN Producer
LUKE JEFFERY Director
GAIL JENKINSON Camera
CHRIS JONES Camera
SVETLANA MIKO Camera
JESSICA MITCHELL Camera
SAM MORRIS Camera
BERTIL MULVAD Camera
CHARLOTTE PARTT Sound (Post Production)
AL ROGERS Editing
POLLY ROSE Editing
RUBIKA SHAH Director
OWEN SHIRLEY Sound (Post Production)
ALBERT TESTANI Production Management
SIMON UNDERWOOD Writer
ELLEN WADDELL Director
GEMMA WRIGHT Assistant Director
MARI YAMAMURA Camera

THE SOUTH

JOSS ALBERT Composer
DAVID BRAINTWAITES Producer
JESSICA RUSTON Writer
VERA SIMMONDS Editing
GARATH WHYTE Camera
WALES

DANI ABRAM Animation
CLAIRE ELIZABETH ALBERIE Writer
PAUL ALLEN Writer
TOM BETTS Producer
ROQUE CAMESEELLE Director
CHLOE FAIRWEATHER Director
LIAM HOBBS Producer
RYAN HOOPER Director
CRAIG HOWELLS Director
CARYS LEWIS Director
RACHEL MCADAM Writer
SHWAN NOSRATPOUR Director
MARK NUTKINS Camera
SAMANTHA PRICE Producer
MATT REDD Writer
MARIE TUEJE Sound (Post Production)
DAFYDD WEEKS Sound (Production)

WEST MIDLANDS

SIAN LEIGH Hair and Make Up
ALEX METCALFE Camera
UMAR MOHAMMED Production Runner
ANUSHKA NAANAYAKKARA Director
MIROFORA PANAYIOTOU Production Management
IAN RAVENScroft Writer
ANDREW WHITEOAK Hair and Make Up

YORKSHIRE AND THE HUMBER

HEATHER FENOUGHTY Sound (Post Production)
RICHARD HEAP Director
DEBBIE HOWARD Director
DANIEL MEARNS Camera
REBECCA MITCHELL Costume
JO SWEETING Hair and Make Up